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Introductory comment by Gaston Saint Martin (gsaintmartin@hotmail.com ) 

When J.B. ALBERDI was born in the North of 

Argentina, F. BASTIAS already was 9 years old in 

France. -  I really don't care if their ideas were as 

"metastasis" (one originated from the other) or as a 

"multi-centric cancers", but as those leader thinkers 

didn’t have I-Pads, Cellphones, Laptops interconnected 

by Internet, wire connected phones neither code Morse 

Telegraph, I guess their individual ideas were mainly 

originated as reaction to their time problems!. -  Neither 

of them were born to academic, university, wealthy 

families, but rather  middle class poor rural 

neighborhoods. I am amazed by the similarities of their 

IDEAS!... -   More than 1.6  century  later those ideas are 

as fresh and powerful as 160 years ago!   -  I know: You 

 may argue: “...What you say is true… but you didn’t 

mention 

  

 Bastias and Alberdi live in France at the same time…” – 

...  You are right about that! ... BUT… When Juan Bautista 

Alberdi Included his article 29 in the draft of Argentine 

Constitution, he was only 42 years old and was not 

appointed as Plenipotentiary Argentine Diplomat to present 

the New Argentine Sovereign Nation to the world yet! It 

was years ahead before he established his headquarters  in 

Paris, to present modern Argentina to Europe and to the 

world! 

https://wp.me/p2jyBb-1Fd
https://wp.me/p5xWP2-Dc
gsaintmartin@hotmail.com
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To amaze you as much as I am,  with the similarity 

between Bastia’s thinking (Legalized Pounder, to 

Alberdi’s  (Infamous Traitors to 

The Patria, art 29” to actual 

“Legalized Theft" Professor Steve 

Hanke’s report to US 

Congress, please read: Article 29 

of the Argentine Constitution, I 

have translated to English for 

you:   Art.29. Argentine National Constitution-

1853:Congress can not grant to the National Executive, 

nor the Provincial Legislatures, to Provincial 

Governors, extraordinary powers or the sum of public 

power, neither prerogatives nor special privileges in order 

to put the life, honor or wealth of argentines to the mercy 

of government, neither any person whatsoever. Acts of this 

nature imply absolute nullity, are utterly useless, and 

condemn to those who formulate, consent or endorse it, the responsibility and 

PUNISHMENT OF INFAMOUS TRAITORS TO THE PATRIA (Homeland).  -
 http://dotsub.com/view/6474921d-8943-443b-9128-de62aa3b3e54 

–FREDERIC BASTIAT -  The Law  LEGAL PLUNDER- ( or Legalized Theft or 

Robo Legalizado) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frédéric_Bastiat 

Bastiat was born in Bayonne, Aquitaine, a port town in the south of France on the Bay of 

Biscay, on 30 June 1801. His father, Pierre Bastiat, was a prominent businessman in the town. 

His mother died in 1808 when Frédéric was seven years old.[3] His father moved inland to the 

town of Mugron with Frédéric following soon after.  Pierre Bastiat died in 1810, leaving 

Frédéric an orphan. He was taken in by his paternal grandfather    Bastiat developed intellectual 

interests in several areas including "  

The Law (1850) 
Bastia’s most famous work, however, is The Law, originally published as a pamphlet in 

1850.  In The Law, he wrote that everyone has a right to protect "his person, his liberty, and his 

property". The State should be only a "substitution of a common force for individual forces" to 

defend this right. "Justice" (defense of one's life, liberty, property) has precise limits, but if 

government power extends further, into philanthropic endeavors, government becomes so 

limitless that it can grow endlessly. The resulting statism is "based on this triple hypothesis: the 

total inertness of mankind, the omnipotence of the law, and the infallibility of the legislator." 

The public then becomes socially-engineered by the legislator and must bend to the legislators' 

will "like the clay to the potter": 

"I do not dispute their right to invent social combinations, to advertise them, to advocate them, 

and to try them upon themselves, at their own expense and risk. But I do dispute their right to 

impose these plans upon us by law – by force – and to compel us to pay for them with our 

taxes". 

Bastiat posits that the law becomes perverted when it punishes one's right to self-defense (of 

his life, liberty, and property) in favor of another's right to "legalized plunder," which he 

defines as: "if the law takes from some persons what belongs to them, and gives it to other 

persons to whom it does not belong. See if the law benefits one citizen at the expense another 

http://dotsub.com/view/6474921d-8943-443b-9128-de62aa3b3e54
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fr%C3%A9d%C3%A9ric_Bastiat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frédéric_Bastiat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayonne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aquitaine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/France
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bay_of_Biscay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bay_of_Biscay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_engineering_(political_science)
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by doing what the citizen himself cannot do without committing a crime."[9] [e.g. see 

also redistribution (economics)] 

___________________________________ 

.  

Juez Thomas P. Griesa ERRÓ MUY FEO con Argentina y The Robin Room lo castigo...    

https://wp.me/p2jyBb-1E3  

(importantísimo...SIGUE ESTE >  https://wp.me/P5xWP2-CP 

En otras palabras Le Voy a revelar la pregunta que se hacen Todos: 

¿DONDE ESTA LA GUITA QUE ARGENTINA NECESITA 

PARA REACTIVAR LA ECONOMIA y SEGUIR con La 

CUARENTENA lo que haga falta...? 
Sin Default y Pagando CASH la 

Deuda externa Legitima 
y con eso OTRA VEZ ARGENTINA 

GUIANDO AL MUNDO  

¿Que podemos perder con ESCUCHAR a un mediquito PatAgónico que como 

Enrique Santos Disceppollo en el año  maldito 1930 con su Yirayra NO pide 

ni promete nada mas que La Versad? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redistribution_(economics)
https://wp.me/P5xWP2-CP
https://wp.me/p2jyBb-1E3
https://wp.me/P5xWP2-CP
https://wp.me/p5xWP2-Dc
https://wp.me/p5xWP2-Dc

